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Website Demographics

Hunt Scanlon Media is the most widely referenced, single source of news in the human capital 
sector. Our mission is to inform, engage and connect you – the most avid members of the talent 
management community. Through our enhanced search engine optimization, Hunt Scanlon 
Media is consistently featured on the first pages of Google News, key networks on LinkedIn Pulse 
and in an array of talent management sources.
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Today, Hunt Scanlon Media interfaces daily with more than 365,000 human capital professionals 
in over 184 countries — from CHROs, chief talent officers, talent acquisition specialists, company 
directors, and top decision-makers in finance, IT, sales, and marketing, to the more than 35,000 
global executive search consultants who service them.

Hunt Scanlon Media provides daily market 
intelligence briefings and data analytics 
to an expanding universe of global talent 
acquisition leaders.
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Website/Desktop

NATIVE SPONSORED  
CONTENT 

This unique platform allows 
you to display searches, 

news, podcasts and blogs.  
($15,000/full-year)

In the past year, the Hunt Scanlon Media website has experienced a 300% increase in traffic 
statistics. Our unique visitors have now risen to 62,000 while our page views have skyrocketed 
to 110,000 per month. Our homepage below is one of our most active regions. Please take a 
look at our nine advertising options available: Site Sponsor, Emerging Voices Sponsor, Native 
Sponsor and an additional Homepage Sponsor. On the next two pages you will find additional 
content-driven advertising opportunities, including Homepage Sponsors, Featured Layer,  
In-Line and Skyscraper Ads. 

EMERGING VOICES
This ad space is housed on 

the website homepage.  
If your firm creates cutting 

edge video this is the 
position for you.  
($3,750/month)

DESKTOP BANNER AD 1
This ad is positioned on the 
homepage and gives your 
brand extra recognition as  

a lead sponsor. 
($15,000/year)

SITE SPONSOR
This ad is the top position 

on the website. Appearing at 
the header of every website 
page, this branding tool is 

hard to miss.  
($50,000/year)
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Website/Desktop

DESKTOP BANNER AD 3
This ad is positioned on the homepage and gives 
your brand extra recognition as a lead sponsor 

($12,500/year)

DESKTOP BANNER AD 2
This ad is positioned on the homepage and gives 
your brand extra recognition as a lead sponsor 

($12,500/year)
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Website/Desktop

FEATURED LAYER
This ad is placed above the newswire editorial content. It appears 

once the reader scrolls down the page to allow the user to continue 
reading. This format is very striking and offers a wide scope for 

creative/targeted advertising messages. ($175/story)

IN-LINE
This ad is affixed permanently in the story, 

and looks as if it is part of the text.  
This content-based approach is an excellent way 

to display a specific message. ($175/story)

SKYSCRAPER
This ad is rotated through each page of the website. 
This carries great branding value, as it is continuously 

introduced to a new group of subscribers day in 
and day out. ($2,500/year)
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Website/Mobile 

SITE SPONSOR
This ad is the top position 
on our mobile platform. 
Appearing at the entry 

point of our website, this 
branding tool is hard to 
miss. ($30,000/year)

NATIVE SPONSOR
This unique platform 
allows you to display 

searches, news, podcasts 
and blogs at the top of 
our mobile homepage. 

($15,000/full-year) MOBILE SPONSOR
This ad is positioned on 
the homepage as well as 
several highly trafficked 
secondary pages which 
gives your brand extra 
recognition as a lead 

sponsor. ($12,500/year)

Hunt Scanlon Media has developed several advertising opportunities on its mobile platform that 
allows select search firms to broadcast their messages and content to our expanding audience. 
Please take a look at our three mobile advertising options available: Site Sponsor, Native 
Sponsor and Homepage Sponsors.
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Ellipsis

Hunt Scanlon’s brand-new platform, Ellipsis, allows recruiters and talent solutions providers to 
effectively manage their brands and expand their digital footprint. These include large generalists 
to boutique specialists located in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, Africa and South America.  
Each profile gives the most effective window-in to each firm’s brand, from the talent 
management solutions they provide to the industries and functional disciplines each firm serves. 
Annual membership includes daily profile page updates, social media marketing, news & press 
release optimization, brand strategy & content development and more. 

SELECT  
FILTER

CLICK TO 
VIEW PROFILE
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Ellipsis

ELLIPSIS 
PROFILE 

PAGE

As part of each Ellipsis membership, Hunt Scanlon Media offers a myriad of support, including 
daily profile page updates, social media marketing initiatives, news & press release optimization, 
branding strategy & content development capabilities and more.
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Talent Leadership Reports

Hunt Scanlon Media has been publishing industry studies for 30 years including our  
Talent Leadership Reports, which have become standard reading material for executive  
recruiters and their corporate talent acquisition counterparts. 

REPORT VIEWPOINT SPONSOR 
This sponsor position is one of our most 

coveted. Each underwriting sponsor authors 
a full chapter in the study on a specific topic 

related to their business. ($7,500/report)

HALF PAGE VERTICAL
This ad is a staple in our industry reports. 

With 25 ads throughout the study this  
is a relatively inexpensive option to  

position your firm in front of our  
high-end audience. ($750/report)

2022 State of the Industry Report Part I: 
2021 Year in Review

2022 Private Equity Recruiting Report:  
Designing the New Private Equity Talent Blueprint

2022 Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Recruiting Report: 
Building a Balanced and Diverse Workforce

2022 State of the Industry Report Part II: 
Looking Ahead to 2023

2022 Guide to Working with Executive Recruiters

Controlled Circulation 

Hunt Scanlon Media’s Talent Leadership Reports 
currently have a controlled distribution of 61,500.

44,280  
Corporate  
TA Professionals

17,220  
Recruiting  

Professionals
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Newsletter

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
(Availability upon inquiry)

Cyber Recruiting Special 
May 2022

Private Equity Recruiting Special 
May 2022

Higher Education Recruiting Special 
June 2022

Non Profit Recruiting Special 
July 2022

Cleantech/ESG Recruiting Special 
August 2022

RECRUITER RANKINGS SPECIAL ISSUE

Copyright 2022 Hunt Scanlon Media, LLC All rights reserved.

A HUNT SCANLON MEDIA PUBLICATION No. 4 2022

 Lead Story:   Executive Search Firms Shatter  
Growth Records as Surge Into 2022 Intensifies  1

 Rankings:   Hunt Scanlon Top 50 Recruiters 5 
Hunt Scanlon Global 40 7

 Spotlight:   ON Partners Takes a Look at Demand for 
Leadership and Competition for Talent 6

Executive Search Firms Shatter Growth Records as Surge Into 2022 Intensifies  

SHREK firms added $2 billion in global revenue in 2021, reporting 

$6.5 billion in professional fees, a 42 percent 

jump. In the U.S., boutique recruiters offering 

more bespoke industry and functional solutions, 

reported $2.2 billion in revenues, a 58 percent rise, 

shattering old records as the flight to search specialists intensifies. 

Executive recruiters posted their best showing ever in 2021, 

powered in large part by the insatiable demand for top-flight 

business leaders and their direct reports. Finding change agent 

CEOs, forward thinking CFOs, versatile CHROs, game changing 

CMOs, and otherwise filling out remaining critical C-suite roles fired 

up unprecedented growth across the industry’s Top 50 players, and 
beyond. 

Private equity firms and their portfolios, and emerging growth and 
tech sector companies dominated client rosters in 2021, providing 
the motherlode of prosperity for search firms. Healthcare, life 
sciences, financial services, non-profit, and clean tech were just 
some of the more notable sectors fueling professional fees for 
search firms. 

“This is unlike anything we have seen in 34 years of tracking the 
recruiting industry,” said Erik M. Boender, vice president of market 
intelligence at Hunt Scanlon Media who spearheaded the data 
collection efforts among hundreds of search firms. Recruiters, he 
said, have never been busier, or more overwhelmed with work. “We 
anticipate another year of extraordinary growth based on early 2022 
data that we have analyzed,” he said. 

News 
Analysis

 1. Korn Ferrya 1,393.0  + 55 517 35 Gary Burnison (310) 226-2613

 2. Spencer Stuart 652.8  + 34 226 25 Ben Williams (312) 822-0080

 3. Russell Reynolds Associates 608.7  + 52 241 19 Constantine Alexandrakis (310) 226-2613

 4. Heidrick & Struggles 581.9  + 61 250 18 Krishnan Rajagopalan (202) 331-4900

 5. Egon Zehnderb 471.0 + 49 203 18 Edilson Camara (305) 569-1040

 6. True Searchc 265.1  +132 158 7 Brad Stadler and Joe Riggione (646) 434-0319

 7. DHR Global 187.0  + 25 144 29 Geoffrey Hoffman (312) 782-1581

 8. Diversified Search Group 137.0  + 44 103 14 Aileen K. Alexander (800) 423-3932

 9. ZRG Partnersd 124.0  + 97 105 14 Larry Hartmann (201) 560-9900

 10. Klein Hersh 110.0  + 86 40 1 Fern Klein (215) 830-7371

Firm Name
Revenue  

($ millions)
Percent 
Change

No. of 
Consultants

No. of 
Offices Primary Contact Phone Number

© Hunt Scanlon Media, LLC.  
Copyright 2022,  All Rights Reserved.

Top 10 Recruiters

(cont’d. to page 2)

BY THE NUMBERS
Growth Rates Shatter Records

48 of 50 search firms reported double digit growth in 2021...

...as the Top 50 topped $5.9 billion in revenues

a) As of 2/1/2021 - 1/31/22  b) Hunt Scanlon estimate  c)  Total global revenue of $312.3 million   d) Total global revenue of $162 million

HALF PAGE VERTICAL 
This ad is uniquely placed in front of 
75,000+ readers of ESR. With our 

new specialized editions it’s sure to 
put you in front of the right audience. 

With limited participants this is an 
exclusive position. ($750/issue)

Launched in 1989 by Hunt Scanlon Media, ESR is the senior 
level talent management sector’s leading newsletter.  
Published in a PDF format, ESR covers critical issues facing 
executive search and talent acquisition leaders. Each issue 
includes in-depth spotlight articles, substantive interviews,  
and key industry data and analytics. Our annual springtime 
rankings issue is one of the most highly anticipated in the field. Check out our latest issues:

HR/Diversity Issue

Private Equity Issue

Culture Transformation Issue

Healthcare/Life Sciences Issue

2022 Rankings Special Issue

https://huntscanlon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/2021-ESR-HR-Diversity-Issue-1.pdf
https://huntscanlon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ESR-Special-Issie-Private-Equity-Recruiting-1.pdf
https://huntscanlon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022-Culture-Recruiting-ESR-1.pdf
https://huntscanlon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/ESR-Healthcare-LifeSciences-3.pdf
https://huntscanlon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ESR_rankings22_issue.pdf
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Newsletter

ESR LANDING PAGE
This ad is uniquely featured on the landing page of 
ESR. Each quarter, a new specialized edition of the 

newsletter is published. ($7,500/year)

ESR NEWSLETTER  
RANKINGS LANDING PAGE 
These ads can appear in any 

one of our 12 highly anticipated 
search firm rankings.  

($9,500/year)
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Email Alert 

Hunt Scanlon Media’s most popular engagement vehicle is our Newswire Alert which reaches 
425,000 executive search and talent management subscribers each week. That’s 1.7 million per 
month and 20 million annually. 

DAILY NEWSWIRE BRIEFING
This ad space is an exclusive opportunity to 

brand your firm in our Daily Newswire Briefings. 
Monday through Friday your ad will be seen 

by hundreds of thousands of subscribers on a 
weekly basis. ($1,500/week)

WEEKEND NEWSWIRE BRIEFINGS
This ad space is an exclusive 

opportunity to brand your firm in our 
Weekend Newswire Briefings. Your 

ad will be seen by more than 50,000 
weekend subscribers.  
(Friday $12,500/year)
(Sunday $12,500/year)

EXCLUSIVE EMAIL BLAST 
This content-driven feature allows you 
to reach more than 60,000 subscribers 

via direct email. ($1,250/email blast)
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Rate Card

AD UNIT SIZE LOCATION PRICE

Site Sponsor 420 px (w) x 80 px (h) DESKTOP $50,000/year

Emerging Voices 475 px (w) x 270 px (h) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $3,750/month

Desktop Banner Ad No. 1 710 px (w) x 110 px (h) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $15,000/year

Desktop Banner Ad No. 2 710 px (w) x 110 px (h) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $12,500/year

Desktop Banner Ad No. 3 710 px (w) x 110 px (h) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $12,500/year

Homepage Display Ad 427 px (w) x 300 px (h) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $15,000/year

Native Sponsored Content (please inquire) DESKTOP (HOMEPAGE) $15,000/full-year

Skyscraper 160 px (w) x 600 px (h) DESKTOP $2,500/year

Featured Layer/ In-Line 690 px (w) x 60 px (h) 
615 px (w) x 105 px (h) DESKTOP (NEWSWIRE) $175/story

Site Sponsor 300 px (w) x 250 px (h) MOBILE $30,000/year

Sponsor Position No. 1 300 px (w) x 150 px (h) MOBILE $12,500/year

Sponsor Position No. 2 300 px (w) x 150 px (h) MOBILE $12,500/year

Sponsor Position No. 3 300 px (w) x 150 px (h) MOBILE $12,500/year

Native Sponsored Content (please inquire) MOBILE (HOMEPAGE) $15,000/full-year

Daily Newswire Briefing 600 px (w) x 195 px (h) EMAIL ALERT $1,500/week

Friday Newswire Briefing 600 px (w) x 195 px (h) EMAIL ALERT $12,500/year

Sunday Newswire Briefing 600 px (w) x 195 px (h) EMAIL ALERT $12,500/year

Exclusive Email Blast (please inquire) EMAIL ALERT $1,250/email blast

Podcasts (please inquire) TALENT TALKS $1,500/podcast

Ellipsis Membership (please inquire) DESKTOP/MOBILE $1,950/year

ESR Newsletter  
Half Page Vertical Ad 3.5 in. (w) x 10 in. (h) PDF $750/issue

ESR Newsletter Landing Page 250 px (w) x 350 px (h) DESKTOP $7,500/year

ESR Newsletter Rankings  
Half Page Vertical Ad 3.5 in. (w) x 10 in. (h) PDF $1,500/issue

ESR Newsletter Rankings  
Landing Page 250 px (w) x 350 px (h) DESKTOP $9,500/year

Rankings Page 550 px (w) x 80 px (h) DESKTOP/MOBILE $2,500/year

Report Viewpoint Sponsor 8 in. (w) x 10 in. (h) PDF $7,500/report

Report Half Page Vertical Ad 3.5 in. (w) x 10 in. (h) PDF $750/report

Report Full Page Ad 8 in. (w) x 10 in. (h) PDF $1,500/report

Webinars (please inquire) HOMEPAGE $5,000/webinar


